1. **YELLOW** is ONLY yellow, Canary & Laser Lemon are ok.

2. **WHITE** is ONLY white

3. **BLACK** is ONLY black

4. **BROWN** is ALL shades of brown and tan including Golden Rod, Maize, GOLD, & COPPER

5. **PURPLE** is ALL shades of purple & light purple

6. **BLUE** is ALL shades of blue **EXCEPT BLUE GREEN**

7. **BLUE GREEN** is ALL shades of blue green & light blues. **Do not mix with dark or violet blues.**

8. **GREEN** is ALL shades of green/dark green. Includes Yellow-Green, olive, and all darker greens

9. **LIGHT GREEN** is ALL shades of Light Yellowish Green. Examples are: Green-Yellow, Green-Spring, & Sea Green. **Do not mix with dark greens.**

10. **RED** is ALL shades of red & Light Reds. **Do not mix with dark and violet reds.**

11. **FUCHSIA** is ALL shades of dark and violet reds.

12. **ORANGE** is ALL shades of orange **EXCEPT LIGHTER ORANGES. Do not mix with Red-Orange.**

13. **LIGHT ORANGE** is ALL shades of light comparable to Dandelion, Corn on the Cob, Orange Yellow. **Do not mix with Golden Rod or Maize. (Golden Rod & Maize are considered brown).**

14. **PINK** is ALL shades of pink

15. **PEACH** is ALL shades of peach

16. **GRAY** is ALL shades of gray **including Silver**
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